
 

 

 

AVIREX SS23 

 

 
With a minimal design and a super colourful palette: this is how the new 
spring summer collection inspired by the universe of retro-running was 

conceived 
 

It is a line that follows the trend of “joyful expression”, by offering urban style with 
a colourful and playful twist 

 
 

For spring summer '23 the iconic Avirex brand, known for its famous jackets dedicated to military 
aviation, offers a footwear collection inspired by the world of retro-running, with an evolution of 
urban lifestyle that becomes lively, colourful and humorous. 
 
Designed for people who love the outdoors but want to retain style, these sneakers focus on 
comfort, a cosy structure and resistant high quality materials, which are also as green and 
environmentally friendly as possible.  
 
For this collection, the brand opts for a return to the past with a design inspired by the running style 
of the 90s: we notice this in the shapes, structures and colour palette. 
 
We see it in sneakers like ISAAC, a leisure model characterised by a contrast of new and bright 
colours, with warm summery tones. It is a shoe with a super comfortable and above all eco-
friendly fit made with recycled mesh, organic cotton and splits from LWG (Leather Working 
Group) certified tanneries. 
 
 

 
 

 

Another top model of the SS23 collection is BEN MIX, an iconic sneaker made with various materials 

that create contrasts with bright and strong colours. It features an innovative two-tone EVA sole (a 



 

 

lighter and more flexible material than classic rubber), and a raised insole for maximum comfort. A 

focus on the quality of individual elements without ignoring the environment: recycled mesh, splits 

from LWG tanneries, synthetic leather and suede were also used to create this model. 

 

 

 

Another stand-out model is TREVOR, a new outdoor offering for spring summer '23: it is made with 

eco-sustainable materials and is comfortable and practical, with its essential colour palette, and 

features sporty bold contrasts. 

 

      

 

MIKEL and NADIR also deserve a mention. The former has a design clearly inspired by the tennis 

world of the 80s-90s, with classic lines, available in monochrome black and white full-leather 

models, or a refined vintage model with contrasting colours and eco-sustainable materials.  

 



 

 

The latter represents one of the iconic models of the collection with basic colours, a two-tone rubber 

EVA sole, extreme comfort and softness, making it ideal for long walks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT AVIREX 

Avirex, a brand producing leather and innovative eco-friendly material footwear, was founded in 1975 in a small factory 

in Long Island, New York, where it specialised in the production of leather jackets for the US air force, army and navy.  

Throughout its history it produced costumes for films such as Top Gun, The Right Stuff, Pearl Harbor, and Top Gun 2. 

Avirex has also dressed actors of the calibre of Bruce Willis and John Travolta, music greats such as Eminem and the 

Backstreet Boys and sports icons such as Shaquille O'Neal. 

An international brand closely associated with the skies and Hollywood, a history of quality and an iconic style that is 

handed down collection after collection.  

With an innovative approach, Nice Footwear develops, manufactures and distributes men's footwear collections for 

the European market, reinterpreting the characteristics of the brand while keeping its DNA unchanged. 
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